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1.
This invention relates to apparatus for treat
ing meat and the like and particularly to ap
paratus for injecting curing or other treating
liquids into bodies of meat or other material to
be treated.

-

(Cl. 99-257)

--

In Curing neat productS Such as slabs of bacon,

itforhasa substantial
been the usual
practice to Soak the slabs
length of time in the curing

liquid in order to obtain substantially complete
penetration of the liquid throughout the slabs.
Hams have been cured by injection of curing so
lutions into the veins, but this is not possible
with materials Such as bacon because of the fatty
character of the slabs and the lack of adequate

vein systems. It is also desirable with other
tribute
curing or treating solutions uniformly
through the bodies of the materials.
The present invention, therefore, has for its
principal object the provision of a novel appara
tus for distributing by infection a treating or
curing liquid substantially uniformly through a
types of food materials such as cheeses to dis

body of material to be treated.

2

Figure 1 is an elevation of an apparatus em
bodying the invention with certain parts thereoi?
shown in section; and
Figure 2 is a transverse section with parts in
elevation.
. .
"The apparatus, as shown, comprises a frame
including a base 0 on which a pair of upright or
vertical posts fi are supported. A horizontaliy

0.
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elongated head 2 is mounted for vertical sliding
movement on the posts if and is urged upward

thereon by Spiral compreSSion Spring 3 around
the posts. The head is reciprocated on the frame
by
a pair of levers 4 mounted on a horizontai
transversely extending shaft 5 and connected by

links f6 to the head. The shaft may be oscil

lated by a handle 7 or by any other desired
mechanism to move the head downward when

desired and to permit it to raise again under the
influence of the springs 3. It together with
20 the handle constitutes driving means for operat
ing the head reciprocating mechanism consisting
of the levers 4 and the links f6.

-

The head carries a series of hollow depending

Another object is to provide an apparatus in

needles 8 uniformly spaced along its length and
each of which is formed with one or more lat
erally facing openings adjacent its tip, as best
seen in Figure 2. The upper end of each of the

which a hollow, apertured movably mounted
needle is injected into the material, and treat
ing liquid is forced through the needle into the
material in perdetermined volume per unit of
travel of the needle. According to one feature
of the invention, the solution is forced through
the needle by a positive displacement pump that

needles is removably attached by a screw thread

connection to the lower portion of the head and
communicates with a passage 9. The latter is
formed in the head, has a check valve 2 in it,
is operated by a pressure foot engaging the ma
and communicates With a vertically extending
pump cylinder 22 in the head, there being a
Still another object is to provide an apparatus Separate pump cylinder for each needle. The
in which a plurality of needles are movable simul lower ends of the pump cylinders are supplied
taneously into the material and are individually
curing liquid from a manifold 23 in individ
Supplied with treating liquid in proportion to with
ual communication with the cylinders through
their respective penetrations. Preferably, a posi individual check valves 24, and, as seen in Figure
tive displacement pump is provided for each 1, the manifold is supplied with treating or cur
needle in Order that there is a uniform distribu
ing liquid through a supply pipe 25.
tion of the liquid regardless of non-uniformity 40 A piston 26 is reciprocable in each of the cylin
terial.

-

- -

-- - -

--

-

of the texture of the material, and each pump
istiveoperated
by a presser foot adjacent its respec
needle,
,,
A further object is to provide an apparatus

of the character under consideration in which
a body of material to be treated is advanced step
by step through the apparatus by reciprocation
of a head carrying the needles. In this way liquid
is injected into the material at uniformly spaced

points throughout its length and width to pro

45

50

duce uniform treatment.

The above and other objects and advantages of

the invention will be more readily apparent when

read in connection with the accompanying draw
ings, in Which-

, - . ..

. . . . .. . . . .

55

ders 22 and is urged upward by a spring com
pression spring 27. As the pistons move down
ward, they force through the respective needles
predetermined quantities of treating liquid per
unit of piston travel. In connection with up
ward sliding movement of the pistons liquid is
drawn into the cylinders after passing
the check
valves 4.
w
In order to operate the pumps, a presser foot

28 is provided adjacent each of the needles. As
best seen in Figure 2, each presser foot is
mounted for vertical sliding movement with re
spect to the head by way of a vertically sliding
rod and has a central opening therein through

which the associated or corresponding needle
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commence to inject the curing liquid into the
material may be controlled or varied.
When the handle T is released, the springs 3
will urge the head upward until the needles are
withdrawn from the material, the presser feet

may extend to penetrate into the body of na
terial to be treated. Each presser foot is con
nected through a longitudinally adjustable link
29 to a lever 3 which carries a cam 32 engaging

the upper end of the piston 28 of the pump that

during this operation holding the material down
On the carrier. After the needles are completely
. withdrawn, the head will travel upward a fur
ther distance to clear the material, and the
the lever in order to vary the volume of liquid
10 presser feet will move upward with it. During
injected per unit of presser foot movement.
this operation the pistons 26 will be moved up
The material to be treated such, for example,
wards with respect to the cylinders by the springs
as a slab of bacon is supported on a carrier
27 and hence will draw in an additional charge
33 which is horizontally slidable on the frame
of liquid in readiness for the next operation or
transversely to the length of the head 2. To
advance the carrier the latter's edge portions 5 cycle.
At the same time the levers 38 will move the
are provided with two similar series of spaced
pins 3 to the left to a sufficient extent to cause
apart notches 34 for engagement by a pair of
is a SSociated. With the Sane needle as the pleSSeir

foot. Preferably, the connection between the
link 29 and lever 3i is adjustable lengthwise of

pawls 35. The pawls, as shown in Figure 2,
are formed with elongated slots 36 through which

extend pins 37. The latter are carried by arms
which are positively connected to, and extend
radially from, the shaft 5. As the shaft is
rocked counter-clockwise, as seen in Figure 2,
the pins 3 will move throughout the length of
the slots 36 and will eventually engage the right
ends of the slots and shift the pawls 35 to the
right. During this movement, the head 2 will
move downward carrying with it the presser

20

the pawls 35 to slide to the left and thereby
advance the carrier 33 one step. The amount
by which the carrier is advanced is preferably
Substantially the same as the spacing between
the needles so that when a body of material has
traveled completely through the apparatus it
will have been injected with solution at uniform
ly Spaced points throughout its length and width.

I have found, for example, that with bacon the
penetration outward from each of the needle
punctures is approximately one-half inch so that
if the needles are spaced one inch apart and the

feet and needles until the presser feet engage
the material on the carrier 33. The presser 30 carrier is advanced one inch at each movement
of the head, the bacon will be uniformly treated
feet are urged downward with respect to the
throughout. With other types of materials the

head by means of spiral compression Springs
39 which Surround the upper ends of the rods On

which the presser feet are supported. The lower
ends of the springs 39 abut against collars 4
on the central portions of the rods and the upper
ends of the springs engage a crossbar 42 which is

3. 5

While one embodiment of the invention has

been shown and described in detail herein, it
will be understood that this is illustrative only
and is not to be taken as a definition of the scope
of the invention, reference being had for this

feet engage the material to be treated their fur
ther downward movement will be stopped and
continuing downward movement of the head will
force the needles through the presser feet and

purpose to the appended claims.

into the material. As the head moves downward

What is claimed is:

relatively to the presser feet the evers 3 will be

1. An apparatus adapted to treat a body of
material, such as meat, and comprising a frame,
a head reciprocable vertically on the frame, a
hollow apertured needle carried by the head and
projecting downward therefrom, a presser foot

rocked to turn the cams 32 and force the pistons

26 downwards into the cylinders 22. It will be
noted that with this construction a predeter
mined quantity of liquid is forced through each
of the needles per unit of penetration of the
needle into the material so that the liquid is

terial and which is distributed throughout the

material in proportion to its mass. As shown in
Fig. 2 of the drawings the cams 32 are so shaped

arms 43 on the shaft with a fixed stop block 44

On the frame.

carried by the head 2. Thus when the presser

uniformly injected into the material throughout.
its thickness. In the case of materials of varying
thickness and varying width such as slabs of
bacon, there will, therefore, be discharged into
the material a quantity of treating Solution which
is in direct proportion to the mass of the ma

Spacing and carrier feed may be varied, as de
sired. Rocking movement of the handle 7 and
the shaft 5 may be limited by engagement of

50

positioned in associated relation with the needle
and carried by the head so that it and the head

are movable vertically relatively to one another,
a carrier movable on the frame to carry a body
of material to be treated beneath the head,
needle and presser foot, means operated during
downward movement of the head and by rela
tive movement of the head and presser foot to
force curing liquid through the needle and into
the body, and means operative automatically in

response to upward movement of the head to
or contoured that in connection. With initial rela 60 InOWe the carrier.

tive movement of the head and presser feet 28

2. An apparatus adapted to treat a body of

after the presser feet are arrested and the lower
material, such as meat, and comprising a frame,
ends or tips of the needles initially penetrate the
a head reciprocable vertically on the frame, a
material no downward sliding movement of the 85 hollow apertured needle carried by the head and
pistons 32 into the pump cylinders 22 occurs.
projecting downward therefrom, a presser foot

positioned in associated relation with the needle
After further relative sliding movement of the
and carried by the head so that it and the head
head and presser feet in connection with further
penetration of the needles into the material the are movable vertically relatively to one another,
cams operate to effect downward sliding move 70 a carrier movable on the frame to carry a body
of material to be treated beneath the head,
ment of the pistons into the cylinders and re
Sultant discharge of the curing or treating liq needle and presser foot, a pump on the head
connected to a source of curing liquid and com
uid into the material. By increasing or decreas
ing the operative length of the longitudinally municating with the needle, a connecting be

adjustable links 29 the time when the needles 75 tween the presser foot and the pump whereby

5
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the pump is caused to force liquid through the

head disposed over said means and mounted on

needle during downward movement of the head
and after arrest of the presser foot due to en
gagement with the body, and means operated by
upward movement of the head on the frame to
advance the carrier.
3. An apparatus adapted to treat meat or the
like and comprising a frame structure having
means thereon for supporting the meat to be
treated, a horizontally elongated head positioned
over the Supporting means, provided with a lon
gitudinal series of fixed downwardly extending
Spaced apart hollow needles, and mounted on
the frame structure so that it is bodily movable
towards and away from the Supporting means in
order to effect insertion of the needles into the
meat on said supporting means and Subsequent
withdrawal therefrom, mechanism operative in
connection with actuation thereof successively to
move the head towards and away from the Sup
porting means and also to feed the meat a pre
determined distance under the head each time
the head is moved towards and away from Said
supporting means, and mechanism embodying
movable mounted parts and operative automati
cally each time the needles are brought into
penetrating relation with the meat on the Sup
porting means to force curing liquid under pres
sure through the needles into said meat.
4. An apparatus adapted to treat meat or the

like and comprising a frame structure having

the frame so that it is slidable vertically, a hollow
depending needle carried by the head, having a

discharge aperture at its lower end and adapted
during downward sliding movement of the head
to penetrate the body, power mechanism for slid
ing the head together with the needle upwards
and downwards, a presser foot positioned in as
O

ing downward sliding movement of the head to

5

7. An apparatus adapted for treating a body of
material, Such as meat, and comprising a frame

having means thereon to support the body, a
the frame to slide vertically, a hollow apertured
needle carried by the head in a depending man
ner and adapted during downward sliding move
ment of the head to penetrate the body, power
head disposed Over Said means and mounted on

3.

structure over said means to move bodily to and

including a cam arrangement on the head mem

engage and be arrested by the body of material
On the aforementioned means, a positive displace
ment pump carried by the head, connected to a
Source of curing liquid and having the discharge
thereof in communication with the needle, and
an operating connection between the presser foot
and the pump whereby the pump in connection
with downward sliding movement of the head and
arrest of the presser foot by the body is auto
mactially operated. So as to pump liquid from
the source through the needle and into said
body.

from the latter, a plurality of laterally spaced
hollow needles connected to, and extending

to effect. Successive penetration and removal of
the needles with respect to the meat, mechanism

head. So that it and Said head are movable verti

cally relatively to one another, and adapted dur

means thereon for Supporting the meat to be
treated, a head member mounted on the frame

downwards from, the head member and provided
at the lower ends thereof with discharge aper
tures, mechanism for moving the head member
to and from the meat supporting means in order

Sociated relation with the needle, carried by the

4.

mechanism for sliding the head together with the
needle upwards and downwards, and a presser
foot positioned in associated relation with the
lower end of the needle, carried by the head
So that it and said head are movable vertically
relatively to one another and adapted during
downward sliding movement of the head to en
gage and be arrested by the body of material on
the aforementioned Supporting means, a spring
arranged to urge the presser foot downwards
relatively to the head, and a pump carried by

ber and operative automatically each time the the head, connected to a source of curing liquid,
needles are brought into penetrating relation having the discharge thereof in communication
with the meat to force curing liquid under pres 3 With
upper end of the needle, and so opera
sure through the needles into the meat, and tivelythe
to the presser foot that it is
means whereby the meat on the supporting caused connected
to be operated to pump liquid from the

means is caused automatically to be fed a pre
and through the needle into the body
determined distance under the head member i Source
in
connection.
With downward sliding movement
after each withdrawal of the needles from the
of the head and arrest of the presser foot by
meat.
said body.
5. An apparatus adapted to treat a body of
8. An apparatus adapted to treat a body of ma
material, such as meat, and comprising a frame terial,
such as meat, and comprising a fraine hay
having means thereon to support the body, a 55 ing means
thereon to Support the body, an elon
head disposed over said means and mounted on
gated head disposed over said means and mount
the frame so that it is slidable vertically, a hol
on the frame so as to slide vertically, a piu
low apertured needle carried in a depending ed
rality of hollow needles positioned in spaced
manner by the head and adapted during down
apart relation on the head, projecting downwards
ward sliding movement of the head to penetrate 60 from
latter and provided at the lower ends
the body, mechanism for sliding the head to thereoftheWith
discharge apertures, mechanism for
gether with the needle upwards and downwards,
sliding the head together With the needles up
a presser foot positioned in associated relation
wards and downwards, a presser foot located ad
With the needle, carried by the head so that it
jacent the lower end of each needle and mount
and said head are movable vertically relatively 65 ed
so that it and the head are movable vertically
to one another, and adapted to engage. and be relatively to one another, and a plurality of
arrested by the body on the aforesaid Supporting
pumps mounted on the head, connected to a
means, and means operative automatically dur Source
of curing liquid, communicating With the

ing downward sliding movement of the head rela
tively to the presser foot after arrest of the latter

by the body to force curing fluid through the
needle and into said body.

6. An apparatus adapted to treat a body of
material, such as meat, and comprising a frame

having means thereon to support the body, a

upper ends of the needles respectively, and so
connected to the presser feet respectively that
they are caused to pump liquid from the Source

through the needles when in connection with
downward sliding movement of the head the

presser feet and head are caused to move vertical

5 ly relatively to gle another,

2,587,024.
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9. An apparatus adapted to treat a body of

8

meat and the like, and comprising a frame hav
ing means thereon for supporting the body, a
horizontally elongated head disposed over Said
means and mounted on the frame to Slide ver

tically, a rectilinear series of hollow equidistantly
spaced needles connected to, and projecting
downwards from, the head and provided at the
lower ends thereof with discharge apertures,

power mechanism for sliding the head together
with the needles upwards and downwards, a
presser foot located adjacent the lower end of

i

on the frame to slide vertically, a plurality of
hollow apertured needles connected to, and de
pending from, the head, power mechanism for

lu

each needle and carried by the head So that it
and the head are movable vertically relatively to
one another, a longitudinal series of Spaced apart

sliding the head together with the needles up
Wardis and downwards, presser foot means car
ried by the head adjacent to the needles and SO
that said means and head are movable vertically
relatively to one another, a plurality of pumps
mounted on the head, connected to a Source of
curing liquid, and communicating with the up
per ends of the needles respectively, and means
whereby the pumps are caused automatically to
pump liquid from the source to the needles when
during downward movement of the head relative
vertical movement of said preSSer foot means

and head occurs due to engagement with Said

positive displacement pumps carried by the head,

presser foot means with the meat on Said Sup

connected to a common source of curing liquid,
and having their discharges in communication
with the upper ends of the needles respectively,

porting means.

13. An apparatus adapted to treat meat and
the like, and comprising a frame, a head mounted
on the frame to slide vertically, a plurality of
pumps are caused automatically to pump liquid hollow apertured needles connected to, and de
pending from, the head, power mechanism for
from the source and through the needles when
sliding the head together with the needles up
in connection with downward sliding movement
of the head the presser feet are arrested by en , wards and downwards, presser foot means carried
gagement with the body of meat on the afore by the head adjacent to the lower ends of the
needles and so that said presser foot means and
said supporting means.
10. Apparatus adapted to treat a body of meat the head are movable vertically relatively to One
and the like, and comprising a frame, an elon another, a plurality of pumps mounted on the
gated head mounted on the frame to slide ver ski head, connected to a source of curing liquid, and

and operating connections between the presser
feet and the pumps respectively whereby the

tically, a plurality of hollow apertured needles corresponding in number to, and communicating
spaced apart on, and projecting downwards fron, respectively with, the needles, means whereby the
the head, power mechanism for sliding the head pumps are caused automatically to pump liquid
together with the needles upwards and down from the Source to the needles when during down
wards, a presser foot located adjacent the lower ; ward sliding movement of the head relative ver
end of each needle and carried by the head for tical movement of Said presser foot means and
vertical siding movement relatively thereto, head occurs, a carrier adapted to Support the
means operative automatically in response to meat and mounted oil the frame So that it is
vertical movement of each presser foot relatively
to the head to force liquid downwards through
the adjacent needle, a carrier adapted to Sup
port the body of meat and mounted on the frame
so that it is horizontally movable under the need
lies and the presser feet, and means operative

movable horizontally under the head and needles,
and means operative automatically in response
to successive upward sliding movement of the
head intermittently to move the carrier.
14. Apparatus for treating meat and the like,

4.

comprising a support adapted to hold a body of

automatically in response to upward sliding

meat to be treated, a head mounted above the
support for movement towards and away from
said support, a plurality of hollow Spaced apart
needles connected to the head so as to project

movement of the head to move the carrier a pre
determined distance.

11. An apparatus adapted to treat a body of
elongated head mounted on the frame So that
it is slidable vertically, a plurality of hollow need
les connected fixedly to, and projecting down
wards from, the head, power mechanism for slid
ing the head together with the needles upwards
meat and the like, and comprising a frame, an

and downwards, a presser foot disposed adjacent
the lower end of each needle and carried by the
head for vertical sliding movement relatively
thereto, a plurality of pumps on the head con
nected to a source of curing liquid and Communi
cating respectively with the upper ends of the
needles, connections between the pumps and the
presser feet respectively whereby the pumps are
caused to be operated automatically When the
presser feet are slid in one direction relatively
to the head, a carrier adapted to support the
body of meat and mounted on the frame So that
it is slidable horizontally under the head and
needles, and automatic feed mechanism operative
to slide the carrier a predetermined distance in
response to upward sliding movement of the
head.
12. An apparatus adapted to treat a body of
meat and the like, and comprising a frame hav
ing means thereon to support the body, a head

downwards therefrom and provided at the lower
ends thereof with discharge apertures, a plurality
of positive displacement pumps mounted on the
head, having means aSSociated thereWith for con

necting them to a common Source of curing liquid,
and corresponding in number to, and communi
cating respectively with, the upper ends of the
needles, means connected to the head to move
the latter towards and away from the Support
in order to insert the needles into the body of

meat on the support and withdraw them there

from, means mounting the Support for horizontal
movement under the head, means operative in
connection with successive upward movements of
the head to move the Support step by step, and
mechanism embodying nowable elements on the
head and operative automatically each time the
needles are brought into inserted relation with
the meat to operate the pumps So as to force

measured quantities of curing liquid through the
needles and into the meat.

0.

15. An apparatus adapted to treat a single
piece of meat or the like and comprising a frame
structure having means thereon for Supporting
the meat to be treated, a head member mounted
On the frame structure over Said means to move

disposed over the supporting means and mounted 75 bodily to and from the latter, a plurality of hol

2,587,024
low needles laterally spaced from each other a
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